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ABSTRACT
Swedish research policy and organization, research
,areas, university research institutes, and international research and
developmenti(R&D) cooperation are discussed. Swedish research poZicy
may be characterized as sectorized, decentralized, and pluralistic.
The govern-mental bodies responsible for research direction include
the Ministry of Education and research councils. One research area of
special interest is, research on environmental conservation and
pollution abatement. Technical R&D has been assigned a high priority.
Government funds are channeled to collective research (i.e., research
programs that are jointly financed by private enterprise and the
government). The universities are used as much as possible for
research commissioned by the official sectoral bodies; and to some
extent for research under contract to the business community. In
addition, a number of independent, state-run research institutes
exist. In the Swedish research system, the academies have an
,independent status in their traditional rolq'as promotors of research
and science in different discip
s. Sweden is involved in
international teamwork for cobr nated revarch programs. (SW)
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Research Prann/ng and Organization in Sweden
SWeden is sometimes described as a "mixed

m

.

economy." i.e. a society M which responsibility for the production of goods and services is shared by the imbhe .and private
sectors. As in most countries, the smile division holds al: regards responsibility for and
financing of research and development

Ott

111

(R&D).
On the one hand, the state 0i central gov-

ernment is responsible for its system of
financing. planning and pc' forming rescatch: on the other hand, similar responsibilities are discharg I by the private business
community
mtirely within the
framework of its ow activities. At the same

e

time the two systems.meet on several levels
and in various forms: through State support
that is directly given to research perftirmed
by private industry. through IL:search insti-

tutes that arc jointly financed by the state

MOM

1

forms some R&D under contract to the

s...

business community.

t
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and private industry, and through the staterun system of higher education which per-

For 1981 the total Swedish expenditures
on R&D have Nen estimated at somewhat

Over SEK 12,000 million. Most of this
amount, or ca. SEK 8,500 million, was spent
in the business enterprise sector, S4,"K 800

million in the government sector and SEK
2.300 million in the higher education sector, while about SEK 450 million went to

tuk1-

ors

R&D perfornin abroad (SEK 150 million
in foreign funtls went to R&D in Sweden).
R&D was mainly financed through funds
from the business community (SEK 7,000
million) and the government (SEK 2,000
million). According to R&D statistics com-

piled by the OECD, thc ratio of Swedish
R &1) in the business enterprise sector to the

FIN

LAND

gross national product rose from about 1%
to 1.5% during the period 1971-1981.

Research policy and organization
Swedish research policy may be characterized as (1) sectorized, (2) decentralized and
(3) pluralistic.
liKarlsiad

Mister"

Sectorization means that research is to be

regarded as an instrument for iichieving
those goals which have been set up in differ-

V
0
V&A

ent sectors: health, environmental protection, industrial development, education, defense, etc. Tile research inputs going into
different sectors have to be weighed against
other alternatives for achieving the gotIls of
each sector.
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Deceturatizatioe means that decisions implementing research policy arc largely taken
below Cabinet level, i.c. by the independent
government agencies and by the research-

I lowcyci Pal liament also keeps in touch
with IL:search in othei`w:tys. In Sweden the
Central Bank. is a parliamentary organ, and
in 1964 Parliament established a special rescat chfoundation, the Bank of Sweden Ter-

centenary Fund, to celebrate the Central
Bank's 300th anniversary, The Fund is
administered by

a

Parliament-appointed

board whose majority consists of MPs.
Each year about SEK 40 million is available
for making grants. The Fund has particular-'
ly eoncentsated on the social sciences.

To promote contact between legislators
and scientists as well as dissemination of
information about research within Parliament, an association known as RIFO. has
been attached to Parliament aria. receives
support from public funds. RIFO plays no
role in Parliament's decision-making processes, however.

The sector principle mentioned above
marks the work devoted to research matters

by the Government and the ministries, as
well as the public administration. The system of government peculiar to Sweden,
where often rather large, independent agen-

cies work under relatively small ministries,
has strongly affected the organizational
form.

As in several other countries during the
1960s, a central organ was attached to the
.iovernment to advise on research matters.
This body, the 1Government Research
Advisory Boirrd, which was recently reorgan-'''

ized, is chaired by the Deputy Prime Minister: The Board acts as'a forum for consultations that take place between government
spokesmen and persons representing the research community on the long-term aims of
Swedish research policy.
The fact that the Swedish R&D system is
highly specialized and scetorized has called
for measure's to coordinate rescareh policy
and to make a survey of the systeiv. In 1977

a government commission of inuiry proposed that the Government regularly, every
third year, should present to Parliament an
R&D program containing recommendations
on questions of principle, a statistical pres-

entation of Swedish R&D and a planning
framework for future decisions. In accordance with this proposal the first overall
R&D program was presented as' a 'government bill to Parliament in 1982. Among

other things the bill identified a number of

priority areas for R&D, for example research necessary to form a basis for future
technologies. research related to social and
health problems and research in the social
sciences and the humanities. The next bill
will be presented in 1984.

performinivrgans or bodies.
Pluralism can be considered a corollary of

the foregoing two principles; it means that
research is financed through decisions taken

in many different organs and thatcthe resoarch resources are channeled to those institutions which perform research.

Parliament concentrates its treatment of
research matters on the allocation of R&D
funds
funds to different sectors and to institutions
oP higher education, i.e. the universities
And colleges. Its decisions in this field are
drafted by the standing committees, and research questions are referryd to those committees which are designated to deal with
particular societal sectors.

The Ministry of Education and lire
research councils
The responsibility for most higher education
and for those research councils which fund
basic research gives thkkelinistry of Education its special role. Ilov-Jever, since the fall
of 1982 the responsibility for coordination of
research policy 'lies with the Deputy Prime

Minister and with the office of the Prime
Minister.
Since 1977 there is a new research council

organization with three research councils:
the Cumuli for Research in the Humanities
and Social Sciences (IISFR), the Medical
Research Council (MFR) and the Natural

*

r

formation that can guard against the risks of
occupational in Ulric% and other nialatse orig-

The Swedish R&D system m simplified form. Planning), initiating alp controlling organs
(above). The R&D perfotlhing organization (below).

inating in the job environment, or that can
improve this environment and in that way
promotes occupational yalth and safety.
ASF is partly financed ut of payroll taxes.
Working in close pai tnership with the
National Board of Occupational Safety and
Health, ASE is headed by a Wald whose
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problems in the roil world and the connected
problems of work structuring and co-deterurination or particip. tory management :This
function of ASE is liked to the reformation
of labor legislation in Sweden. As a base for

0

The Sectofel R&D

O

hazards and the 'scheduling of hours of
work. In 1976 its purview was widened to
take in research rpgarding the individual's
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membership is dominaled by the labor market parties. ASE has concentrated its efforts
on accident research, chemical health
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Thu Council for Planning and Coordination of Research

councils and cooperates with them and with

1
.

scetoral research bodies to initiate and finance joint projects in research areas of
great social importance. FRN. was instrumental in preparing the background for
the government bill on R&D policy that was
sent to ParliaMent in 1.982.

The research councils largely consist of
scientists appointed by academic electoral
assemblies, but a small number of them rep:
resent sectoral research organs. In contrast,
a majority of ERN members are representatives of the public interest.
In 1980 the Secretariat for Futures Studies
was attached to ERN, which means that the

Secretariat and the Committee for FutureOriented Research are now under the same
purview.
Also of rinearch council chpracter is the
activity pursued y the .totedisli Cancer
Society. The Society, which is backed by
trade unions, political parties and non-profit
associations, grants support to cancer research. Although its operations are financed
for the most part out of private donations. it
also receives a smaller state subsidy from the

Ministry of Education.
The disseminatiou of information about
R&D resukts is of course oisential to Swedish science and technology policy. In 1979 a

1975 the 4dy responsible for R&D in this
field is tlq.. Swedish Agenty for Research
Cooperation with Developing 'Countries
(SAREC). which is administratively linked
to the Swedish International Development
Authority (SIDA).

Some belong to the group of government
agencies vested with direct authority in
different areas: included in this category are
the National Board of Health and Welfare,
the National Board of Education, the
National Board of Universities and Colleges

which are limited to R&D but enjoy the
status of autonomous government agencies;

this category includes the Board for Technical Development. the (*Tined for liudding
Research, the National Defense. Research
Institute, the Council for Forestry and Agricultural Research (Sint) and the Delegation for Transportation Research" A' third

scctoral research rganization is based,. is
decided by a seri of political, administrative and research- lated factors. The bodies

called upon to plan, initiate and finance

dustry's innovation level and technical quality; (3) to elevate the scientific level and in- 4

crease knowledge within the technical research areas. In 1978 Parliament decided
on new guidelines for STU, which meant

on Housing. Building end Planning. and the
Energy Research and Development Conn
t
mission.

that tasks 1 and 2 are combined in a program
for technical development, and general

In response to the worldwide concern
over pollution and other ecological- problems. that built up during the 1960s, the

technical research is supported within the

Swedish authorities set up a separate agency

ity is to channel government funds to -collective research, i.e. the research institutes
or research programs which are jointly fi' nanced by private enterprise and the government. About one fourth of STII's total

4Y

in 1967, the National Environment Isrotqetion Board, which was vested with overall
responsibility for the external physkal environment. Closely affiliated;with the 13oaal
bikenjoying independent derision - making
authority is a research committee, which in

hoard is not the only body which sponsors

ectors," on which the

functions: (I) to foster the growth cif different societal sectors by drawing upon available or new technology; (2) to improve im-

Research. the Expert Grow cal Research

(D1-1), was set up to coordinate,activitieS in
this field.
.

the division into

abdut SEK 600 million. STU .has three main

category comprisesolhose. organs which are
more closely affiliated With their .respective
ministries; among the bodies Which can be
thus classified are the Delegation for Social

fiscal .1982/83 had at its disposal about SEK
43 million for pollution. abatement rescareh.

starts out from the Societal needs that are
identified in differe t areas. It follows that

Even though social issues have been given

increased attrition in sectoral.R&D, efforts
in technical R&D still command a high and
apparently, according to the latest developments, increasing priority. ,,12esponsibility
for supporting technical R&i?rests with the
Swedish Board for Technical Development
(STU), which in fiscal 1982183 had a considerably increased budAct amounting to

awl the National Board of Occupational
Safety and Health. Others perform tasks

special government body, the Delegation
for Scientific and Technical Information

Some R&D areas of sifecial interest
As mentioned above, the seetbral research

e'en established.

eration agencies and part on a bilateral basis
to different development projects. tincc

a

also been set up. FRN is parallel to the

A

elf

ment research. Part of this assistance is
channeled through R&D programs sponsored 'by international development coop-

The Medical Research Council
The Natural Science Research Council
The Council for Foresiry and Agricultural Research
The Swedish Board:for TcychniCal Development

Science Research Council (NFR). A coordinating R&D organ. the Council for Planning
and Coordination of Research (FRN). has

7

ing Life,

As part oY the Swedish international development cooperation' program, increased
assistance is also being given to develop-

[71

liSFR = , The Council for Research in the Flurnaniiies and Social Sciences
MFR
NFR
SlFR
STU

special body, the Sweetish Center for Work-

The National Environment Protection

framework of a separate program.
An important aspect of STU's responsibil-

support goes toward this collective research.
Industry-wide research associations arc
found in the following fields, among others;

food preservation, corrosion, ,nonferrous
metals, water and air protection. textiles
e and forest products. STU accounts for.about

10% of Sweden's total expenditure% on

research on environmental conservation and
pollution abatement, as such research cuts
across several societal areas. Responsibility

technical development..

sfOr various aspects of environmental re;

velopment funds which lend money to

for Techsearch is also borne by the Boa
nical Development, the Council fc Building

Research. the Council for Forcs

grhere are also national and regional de-

manufacturers to help them wit4 risk capital
rojects intended to develorp new prom*

hfo

and industrial proeesses.

and

Agricultural Research and the Natural Science Research Cquncil.

Problems of the environment also come

Re&D projects are ..of varying character.

under the purview of the Work Enyiron-

I _Swedish krona (SEK)=VS $0.13Pr £0.09 (approx.)

to support any research, training and in-

ment Fund (ASF), which was formed in 1972

.

Following the energycrisis of the early
19705, Sweden started improving and inten-

sifying R&D efforts in ; this' field. Funds
amounting to SEK 1,40() million have' been-earmarked for the three-year program starting in fiscal 1981/82. Since energy is:a sub...

,

or
.

ject that affects many societal sectors, special mcilisures have heel' taken to keep the
program coordinated The Be NO for TechMeal Development, the Council or Building.
Research. the *Delegation for Transom ta-

vqtcd to transport engineering.
Studsvik Encrgiteknik (formerly AB
Atomenergi), which is organized as a statefumed -company performs a substantial

there is andther institute specifically de-

ment will he pi esented to the Government
as a document to. tie considered in the next
bill to Parliament on R&D policy.

amount of R&D related to energy. Up to
now the company has chiefly focused on

supporting R&D efforts in the nuclear power field, but during the past few years the
activities have become broader in scope.
that the universities are not so autonomous
Under the heading of natural scienc6 also
as in many other countries. It should,
. fall the Institute for Atomic Physics and the
however, be emrhasizq that the concrete
Kiruna Geophysical Institute.
rescaroh projects are planned in the universities within the framework of their own reIn the sphere of social issues. there is the
sources or in interaction with research coun. Swedish Center for Working Lifn,, and also
cils, sectoral.organs or other external final'- ,
the Institute for ,Social, Research ((SOH),
&is. The responsibility 'for research planwhose research Rt, chiefly concerned with
ning within the universities is concentratesd
issues of social welfare policy and labor mar-

It emerges from the foregoing account

though the program collies maim,' the responsibility of several ministries, the responsibility for implemen.tation is under the

Ministry of Industry. As of., July I , 1983,
energy.. R&D will he planned and cyanditimed by a new body, the National Energy
Administration..
Sweden's policy of non-participation in

in their departments. The 700 Or so universi-

kket policy.

Of special interest is the Stockholm Inter-national Peace Research Institute (SIPRI),

the costs of defense research form a substan-

ty departments ,entry considerable anion- ,
oiny and, subject only to defined con- '
straints, are left free to allocate resources
and to lay down the aims and structure of

tial portion (close to 20%) of the govern-

their research programs.

costs of its operations. SIPRI's management

alliances is coupled with an active defense
policy. A massive R&D program is carried
on under the aegis of the armed forces, and

.

agencies and the business community. 111-1A

long-term opiented research as they are perceived by the sectoral bodies. This assess-

different parts of the program which is corn?
()mated by the Energy R&D, Commission.
In addition. special funds have been allotted
to the Natural Science Research Council for
undertaking efforts in this field. Even

.

institute now located us Gavle. In Lint:Oping

is presently trying to assess the needs -for

tion Research and the Board for Energy
Soule*: Development are responsible for
.

.

only research and e ucation but also trade.
unions, interest orgi nizations, government

ment's total commitment to R&D. Expenditures have been particularly heavy in the
field of air force technology. The National
Defense Researc Institute (10A), which is

various faculty-areas.

'The staff list' in higher education now
numbers about 2,2(X) posts for research, fi-

60 a research institute.

nanced by the establishments out of their
own budgets. In addition, there is a fluctuat-

Universities, colleges and researct
institutes
The organization of higher education, which
in Sweden is government-financed, plays a
key role in the Swedish research system, not

only because the universities and colleges
form the traditional base for the training of
researchers (graduate study) and long-term.
Intradisciplinary recarch of impAtatice. but

as possible for research commissioned by
officiak sectoral bodiesband to some extent
for'research under contract to the business
,community.
Falling under the purview of the Ministry
of Education are the six universities in Upp-

Colleges (UI IA). This urgency is responsible
for integration and overall planning of high-

er education at national level, with respect
both to undergraduate and graduate studies.

MIA's planning is especially important for
the long-term orientation of research. The
mechanisms involved are firstly the estab-

research

system

the

academies enjoy an independent status in

their traditional role as promotors of reThey work by running their own research

fields of the natural and social sciences.
,

Academies
In the Swedish

loosely associated with the establishments,
their salaries being paid out of funds which
are made available from external sources.
It stands to reason that a substantial part

enrollment have given rise to a concern
about future difficulties especially in the

and Linkaping. Fixed resources for research
and graduate study are also put at the dislimal of'the school of medicine in Stockholm

ratories and research departments which
serve government agencies, for instance in
the fields of environmental protection and
food products.

search and 'science in different disciplines.

' number of PhD degrees and a slowdoWn in

sala, Lund, Goteborg, Stockholm, Ulna

'

ing number of researchers who are more

of the university research is performed by
that group of researchers who are enrolled
in graduate study: There are about 12.800
persons in this group. It should be noted,
however, that many members of the group
have onlya minor study and research activity. No more than about 700 liersons per
year n:xi:lye PhDs or similar degrees after
completing graduate !Indy, which in principle runs for four yeats. A decrease in the

also because the universities are used as far

by the National Board of Universities and

cruited.
In addition, there are investigative labo-

of. planning and appropriations within the

ity, FOA undertakes projects of a broader
scope than those which ordinarily devolve

-college of forestry and a veterinary college.
The institutions of higher education under
the Ministry of Education are administered

and research staff arc internationally re-

education, measures have been taken to ina&

bodies have been Set up to deal with matters

other agencies involved in the total defense.
Due to its considerable planning responsibil-

fot the University of Agricultural Sciences,
which incorporates an agricultural college, a

-As part of the recent reform of highe'r,

Among other things, special small-scale

Sweden, works in close collaboration with

School of Economies and Business Administration, which is a private educational establishment with state support, at certain larger
teacher-training colleges and the College of
Physical Education in Stockholm.
The Ministry of #griculture is responsible

ment, that does no more than cover the

prove the conditions for a more coherent
research planning within the universities.

the principal defense research organ in

(Karolinska Institutet) and the institutes of
technology in Stockholm,. Goteborg and
Lulea. Programs of research and graduate
study are also pursued at the Stockholm

which is independent of the Swedish govern-

There is a connection between undergraduate study and research; in principle, all
education aboYe secondary level is supposed
to he base on research. Another important

element o the recent reform is the strong
c responsibility of the universities to disseminate information about research and research results to society at
emphasis on

large. Representatives for the public interest
sit on the university hoards a well as on the
six regional hoards that have been set up to
coordinate and pltm undergraduate education within their respective geographic
areas.

TheSWedish aspirations to draw wherever
posSible on the universities and colleges in
satisfying society's research needs are based

on a desire to avoid creating independent,
totally state-run research institutes' unless
there are compelling reasons. Even so, a
number of such institutes do exist and new
ones are added at infrequent intervals. I Jere

lishment of tenured research grants and the

the most notable example is' the National
Defense Rqsearch Institute (FOA) dating

distribution of additional funds. The planning work is conducted by five planning
committees whose members represent not

Building research is the province of an

from 1945: it is the country's largest research
establishmnt with about 1,400 employees.

stationsalbeit as yet on a limited scale
compared with academies: in several other
countries, by organizing conferences and
Symposia, by .publishing periodicals. by
making and maintaining international contacts, and by pursuing studies and making
proposals on their °will° act as prime movers on matters of research policy.
The Royal Academy of Sciences (KVA),
perhaps best known abroad for its designation of the Nobel laureates in chemistry and
physics. was founded in 1739. Although its
.

aoivity is largely based on private donations. KVA now receives annual government subsidies.

The Swedish Academy of Engineering
Sciences (IVA) is likewise a private ^but
state-supported organization. It also receives support
Swedish industry. like
KVA. IVA operates an extensive international contact network.
In addition to these academies there are

the Royal Academy of Agriculture and
Forestry and the.Royal Academy of Letters,
History and Antiquities.
Private faunflations
There are also private research-supporting
foundations. The possibility of financing research projects at universities and colleges

through grants from private. foundations
greatly contributes to the pluralism which
marks the Swedish research system. To no
small extent, moreover. equipment for university research has been donated by private
foundations.

Industrial research
In spite of economic problems affecting
Swedish industry since the latter part of the
1970s, with decreasing exports and investments, and receding profitability, R&D
activity increased. The inputs in R&D have
in fact increased since 1969, but the, rate of

..

T

increase in real terms was diminishing until

this downward trend was broken in 1981
when the volume of research expressed in
man ywrs increased by 6%.
Two aspects of industrial R&D should be

pointed out in particular: the high level of
internally generated financing and the concentration in selected branches of manufac-

lining. In 1981. the latest year' for which
R &1) statistics are available. 89 %, of the
industrial it& D was self-financed.. 1-lowever, this percentage has significant varrations from one industry to another (see the
table).

The R&D intensity, varies sharply from..
industry to industry. This intensity (defined
as the ratio of R&D costs to value added by
manufacture) is highest, indeed exceptionally high, in the pharmaceuticalindustry, with
the manufacture of 'transport equipment and
of electrical machinery and equipment con
,ing next. As of 1981 the transport -equip-

ment industry (excluding shipyards), the
select rical

equipment

industry,

the

machine -maW,(g ,industry and the pharmaceutical ifflIustry accounted for 76% of
the R&D outlays in mining and manufacturing.

Total '

Self-

Ratio

Current
and

financing

of
R&D

(%)

especially-in the fields of natural science and
medicine, sit on joint tOmmittees with Their

capital

to

expen-

value
added

ditures
(in SEK
million)

trial R&D collies almost exclusively from
public funds; here a substantial part is attlibutable to orders placed by the armed forces.

Another important aspecl of state support
to nithistrial R&D is a system of tax deductions for industrial R&D costs. .
International R&D cooperation
Sweden accounts for roughly I % of the

world's total expenditures on R&D. Thus
Sweden is extremely dependent on contacts

with other countries in research mock.

R&D cooperation between the Nordic
countries (Denmark, Finland. 1CW:incl. Norway and Sweden) forms an important part of

the endeavors to enlarge and deepen the

scope of Nordic cooperation in general.
Here the central bodies arc the Nordic
Council and the Nordic Council of Minis-

and . all the research councils under the
:Ministry of EducatiOn arc members of the
European Science Foundation formed in

(%).

1974,

Mining

4.9

59

75

147

35

-95
100

1.8
1.3

23

87

0.6

Pulp and
paper

294

97

2.3

Printing and
publishing
Chemicals

235.

100
9W

Pharmaecuticals

567

. 98

65

98

2.9

15

97

1.6

cement
Basic metals,

57

98

2.5

ferrous
Basic metals,
nonferrous
Fabricated
metal
products
MaChinery.
excl.

332

96

63

97

Food processing. etc.
a

. Textiles, etc.
Lumber and
wood
products

IS

Petroleum
and coal
Rubber and
plastics
Porcelain and

.

,
.

.

0.2

gram. But considered front the national

,..L3

aspect, significant effort% arc being made in
other fields as well. Relevant examples are
the cooperation between Sweden and Eur-

.atom, the commitment to the European

glass

molecular biology laboratory, EMBL-, and
the participation in COST, the European
cooperation organization for technical
R&D. 1p the field of basic .research.
Sweden, throligh the medium of the Natural

,

152

°-

tional project for the study of. the upper

1,055

'92

atmosphere!

6.9

'Over andabovesshe foregoing. a number
of organizations make arrangements for the
exchange' of restarch fellows, grant scholarships for the pursuit of research abroad.
exchange information about research, etc.

1,963

86

18.2

Shipbuilding

61

51

k4.0

Transpor
equipme
Instruments.

1,790

81

153

85

12.4
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il

a separate agreement has been reached
which calls for 'working together in the cultural sphere. A number of research activities
arc financed under this agreemcni. By way
of example there are the Nordic Institute for
Theoretical Atomic Physics, the Central In-

stitute for Nordic Research on Asia, the
Joint Nordic. Committee for International

16.1

For further information please contact:

the Nordic countries based on. joint financing channeled through 'national R&D supporting organs. In 1973 a special Nordic in-

dustry fund was set up which receives
appropriations from goVernment budgets of

Working in the technological sphere is the
Scandinavian Council for Applied Research

the metnber countries. The fund is called
_upon to support technical R&D with an industrial thrUst, -for-example in,,the fields-of
environmental protection, transportation,
data processing and energy. The research

(Nordforsk), which consists of representa-

councils and a number of scctoral R&D

national organs concerned, in

organs are represented on joint Nordic committees dedicated to the general exchange of
information and the promotion of common
actitvities. Several joint research institutes
have been established.

.

Sweden's ca. the Board for Technical Development an the Academy of Engineering

Sciences. Nordforsk tries to bring about
concrete projects of collaboration between

.

'

All
industries

A

3.2

S

Electrical
machinery,
etc.

Other
industries

Science _Research Connell, is also participat-

ing in EPISCATa recently launched interna-

6.0

Ill)

electricl

etc.

Much df,the organized international restireli teamwork takes place in joint project4 or coordinated research programs.
Sweden is involved in a multitude of such
programs. The bigOst economic commitMeets are participation in CERN, the European organization for nuclear research, and
in ESA, the European space research pro-

ters.. Under the aegis of Nordic cooperation

tives from t

W.est.ern European counterparts, and the
Royal Academy of Sciences as well as FRN

Brick and

The externally financed portion of indus-

Politics, etc.

Swedtn is also: heavily committed to
Ostering wider international reoolieration
!hall the Nordic. The research councils,

Curl-cut and capital expenditures on R&D by
industry division, 1981
Industry
division
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The Swedish Embassy or Consulate in your
country .(in the U.S.:
The Swedish Information Service,
825 Third Ave., New York, N.Y. 10022)
The Swedish Institute
Mailing address:
Box(7434
S-10:1- 91 Stockholm
Sweden

Office-.
Sverigehuset
(Sweden House)
Kungstrildgarden
Stockholm

fiferSheet-isprothiced-aS. pact Of the
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may he freely used in preparing articles,
speeches, broadcasts, etc. No acknowledgment is necessary. Please now the date of
publication.
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